College of Education

Education Leadership & Policies

*Reynolds, Katherine C.*

"The Intellectual Roots of the Great Books in the American Curriculum: Interpreting Scott M. Buchanan" $4,000

Educational Psychology

*Bong, Mimi*

"Overcoming Failure in Middle School Years: Who Maintains Adaptive Patterns of Motivation, Strategy Use, and Achievement Following Academic Setbacks" $3,448

*Jennings, Louise*

"Cross-cultural Study of Centralized Teaching Practices" $7,000

*Liu, Xiaofeng*

"Social Background and Career Patterns of Elementary/Secondary School Teachers" $4,000

College of Journalism & Mass Communications

*Journalism & Mass Communications, College of*

*Sivulka, Juliann*

"A Cultural History of Women in Advertising History, 1890 to 1940" $6,000

College of Liberal Arts

*Anthropology*

*Wagner, Gail E.*

"Mapping a Mississippian Chiefdom in Central South Carolina" $6,500

*Art*

*Voros, David*

"A Series of Large-Scale Paintings Based on Dante’s Divine Comedy" $5,588

*English*

*Gieskes, Edward*

"Writing the Professions: Administration, Law, Literature, and Theatre in Early Modern England" $3,000
English

Johnson, Dianne

"Beneath the Baobab: Conversations About Black Children's Literature" $3,000

Philosophy

Preston, Christopher J.

"Transforming Environmental Ethics: Teaching with Post-Modern Insight" $2,510

Regional and Four-Year Campuses

USC Aiken

Byrd, Devin

"Anxiety and Depression in College Students: Physiologic Reactivity and the Influence of Coping Skills, Self Concept and Social Support" $6,500

Dyer, Andrew R.

"The Quantitative and Molecular Genetics of Invasive Plant Species" $5,645

Gramling, Lou

"Women at the Age-50 Transition: Theoretical Implications" $2,479

Wang, Linda

"Impact of Immigrants on Xian's Private Business" $6,788

Whitaker, Mark P.

"A Case History of a Sri Lankan Tamil Diasporic Matri-clan" $4,892

USC Lancaster

Scarlett, Todd L.

"The Roles of Birds and Mammals as Acorn Predators or Dispersal Agents" $7,150

School of Music

School of Music

Hubbert, Julie

"Book Proposal: A Film Music Reader: Source Readings in Music History" $4,500

Rogers, John

"Disc Recording and Performance Tour of "Or" $7,000

Grand Total $90,000